31 Days of Family Fun:

1. Visit the library
2. Walk around the neighborhood
3. Shop a Farmers’ Market
4. Work a jigsaw puzzle
5. Bake cookies
6. Look at old photo albums together
7. Sing a song -- in rounds
8. Take a family bike ride
9. Play a board game
10. Stroll through a local museum (many offer free admission once a month)
11. Play tag
12. Pop some corn and watch a movie
13. Play Putt-Putt
14. Fix dinner together -- let the kids plan the menu
15. Go for a nature hike
16. Make ice cream sundaes
17. Read a riveting story aloud
18. Climb a tree
19. Stage a family sit-up, push-up, or chin-up competition
20. Go to the playground
21. Count your blessings
22. Play the hat game
23. Go garage sale hunting -- see who can find best bargain
24. Go bowling (you can make your own lanes with tin cans and sidewalk chalk)
25. Jump rope
26. Have a staring contest -- give prizes to the winner
27. Go on a photo shoot -- see how many different animals, flowers, or bugs you can photograph
28. Start a prayer journal
29. Build something together
30. Visit a nursing home -- bring the residents some handmade cards
31. Dress up for a formal family dinner
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